
Abstract 

 The purpose of this academic paper is to describe and understand the 

existence of Muslim communities within communist states in the Balkans region. 

Three states in particular are subject of research- Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and Albania. 

All these states have significant Muslim population and Islam has played an 

important role in their history. Based on study of sources and relevant literature, this 

paper answers five fundamental questions: 

1. How did communist states of Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and Albania treat their 

Muslim population and their religion? 

2. What influence did the development of individual countries within the world 

communist movement have on the fate of their Muslim minorities? 

3. Did the development within these countries have any influence on their 

Muslim populations? 

4. Was there some influence of Islam on the policies of these communist 

states? 

5. Can we trace any influence of internal religious policies in Albania, 

Yugoslavia and Bulgaria in relations with third party states?  

This paper concludes that: 

1. The best quality of life for Muslim communities was found in communist 

Yugoslavia. In Bulgaria the situation of the Turkish minority that represents 

Islam in the country was continually worsening during the whole of 

communist period. The development in Albania was very specific as since 

1967 religion was banned in the country altogether. 

2. The relations within the international communist movement significantly 

impacted Islam especially in Albania. 

3. The development of politics within all three states during their communist 

period strongly affected their Islamic communities. The policy of violent 

bulgarization and the nationalism in Yugoslavia after the death of Tito are 

evidence of these findings. 

4. Islam did not have a lot of influence in politics of Albania and Yugoslavia; 

on the other hand it influenced the development of Bulgaria quite strongly.  

5. There was influence of internal religious policies on foreign relations in all 3 

researched countries. Especially bilateral relations between Turkey and 



Bulgaria were strongly effected by anti-Islam policies of Thodor Zhivkov. 

 


